
Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary of the Dissertation

Figure 7.1: Summary of the dissertation showing relationships between the various
chapters in the development and evaluation of LUNA.

This dissertation introduces LUNA, a novel visual dataflow language for media

artists. The software was developed by considering six creative dimensions of inter-
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est to media artists, and exploring the possibility of developing integrated tools that

combine these various freedoms. These creative dimensions were used to motivate the

software goals and graphical user interface of LUNA, which influenced the formal struc-

tures of LUNA’s procedural language. LUNA is evaluated in several ways, first by the

user interface and its flexibility in comparison to Houdini (Chapter 3), second by the

procedural and visual results it generates (Chapter 4), and third by its computational

performance relative to Houdini and a baseline OpenGL model (Chapter 4). Finally,

LUNA is evaluated as a tool for artists based on metrics developed by the Creative Sup-

port Tools workshop held by the National Science Foundation in 2005. These metrics,

1) low threshold, 2) high ceiling, and 3) wide walls, are considered relative to the six

creative dimensions set out in the dissertation. An overview of these relationships can

be found in Figure 7.1. This chapter provides a summary of the dissertation and its

conclusions, and explores current limitations and future directions.

7.2 Creative Dimensions

Six creative dimensions of interest to media artists were used to establish a basis

for exploring freedoms in visual design tools. These dimensions cover a range of topics,

including procedural modeling of sculptural forms, live performance, and dynamic mo-

tion. Some dimensions, such as programming and modality, were considered because

of their essential relationship to tools for the media arts. Finally, some relatively new
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directions are explored in the dimension of image and idea. The six dimensions explored

are:

1. Programming and Language

2. Modality and Media

3. Live Performance and Computation

4. Motion, Dynamics and Autonomy

5. Structure and Surface

6. Image and Idea

Further motivation for this choice of topics can be found in Chapter 5. The first three

topics address issues of language in the use of digital tools for making art, considered in

Chapter 5, while the last three cover issues related to content in media arts, explored

in Chapter 6.

One clear observation of these dimensions is that they do not cover all the ways in

which media artists work. Major areas such as device interaction and audio synthesis

are not addressed here, nor are the topics of web-based art, or information aesthetics

based on the database. However, these areas are considered as future directions in

which LUNA could expand.1 One area in which LUNA is most likely not to be able

to contribute to easily is web-based art, since LUNA is developed in the application

language C++. While the LUNA front end could be ported to Java or Flash, it would

loose many of the performance benefits it currently has.

1Just prior to publication of this work, an audio system was started for LUNA using OpenAL and
PortAudio that allows for sound playback.
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Another area not explored in this dissertation is network-based art, telepresence,

or distributed computing. This is viewed by the author as another sub-system which

could be added to the LUNA toolkit. Ideally, the interface would include send/receive

nodes that could be used to transmit any type of media to another computer also

running LUNA. Messages from other protocols such as OpenSC could also be received

by LUNA. These are future directions that would be interesting to explore.

7.3 Graphical User Interface

Motivations for the LUNA’s graphical user interface are influenced by the creative

dimensions presented above. The board game Scrabble provides the inspiration for a

minimal design based on a combinatorial arrangement of iconic tiles. Other interface

features of LUNA are intended to simplify the process of creative exploration by artists.

These include:

1. Programming - Mathematical knowledge is optional for the artist, where the

primary mode of interaction is conceptual and exploratory.

2. Modality - The language offers a range of different media types, supported

through a tool set that includes points, curves, surfaces, images, and materials. Through

the application of color and object labeling the interface is designed to make it clear to

the user what media types are in use while working.

3. Live Performance - The interface enables live performance by allowing for full

screen, high quality output, with real time design changes. This aspect informs the
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overall visual design of LUNA, resulting in an inverted window layout that floats the

menus and interface elements above an output canvas.

4. Dynamics and Behavior - The system allows users to modify dynamic objects

and receive immediate feedback, with a property panel to control behavior interactively.

5. Structure and Surface - Users can change materials, textures, and the surface

appearance of two and three dimensional geometry in addition to their behavior and

structure.

6. Image and Idea - Default behaviors allow users to explore complex objects without

lengthy interactions needed for setup.

A primary contribution of this work is the integration of these design features into

a single tool. Chapter 3 provides an example of how to create a simple procedural

model using LUNA, a reference model resembling a woven sphere, which is also used

later for performance tests. The steps needed to construct this model are compared

to interface tasks in Houdini (Appendix B). The LUNA interface is also evaluated ac-

cording to Green’s criteria for visual dataflow languages, which include 1) commitment,

when the language requires early decisions, 2) progressive evaluation, the ability to see

intermediate results, 3) expressiveness, how easy it is to say what you want, 4) viscosity,

how much the interface resists change, and 5) visibility, how easily you can see what

you’re creating [Green and Petre, 1996]. Subjectively, LUNA is shown to be better than

Houdini along several of these measures.
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A limitation of the graphical interface evaluation presented in this work is the lack

of a user study. One problem is how to define an exploratory creative task that could be

reasonably compared in two or more different systems, although this may be resolved by

asking users to create any object that includes certain features of the language. Another

challenge with a user study for media artists using LUNA is the lack of other generic

frameworks for procedural modeling. To my knowledge, Houdini is the only modern

visual dataflow language which has features similar to LUNA. Despite the lack of a user

study, the flexibility of LUNA for creative tasks is shown by example.

Overall, the intention of LUNA is that the interface design serves as a key contribu-

tion to the creative community. Artists are supported through a language that allows

immediate construction of high level objects without the need for detailed or repeti-

tive interaction tasks and without mathematical knowledge or conceptualization of the

structures present in the language. These high level objects are capable of procedurally

generating numerous scene objects in conjunction with an internal language discussed

in detail in the next section.

7.4 Procedural Modeling

The formal language which supports the interactions possible in LUNA is described

in Chapter 4. LUNA consists of two directed acyclic graphs, a procedural graph that

represents abstract behaviors, and a scene graph representing geometric structures and

other media types (such as images and materials). The procedural graph operates on
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input and output subsets of the scene graph, allowing multiple scene objects to be gener-

ated or modified at run-time. The distinction between these two graphs, while handled

internally in LUNA using a single graph system, allows for a functional distinction

between what high level objects do, and the visual objects they create or generate.

Although such a distinction between behavior and structure can be found in other

systems such as Squeak, ConMan, and Houdini, a unique contribution of LUNA is the

representation of structure using discrete geometry stored in uniform buffers. These

buffers allow for interoperability between media types and for direct copying of data

into GPU buffer objects. The combination of LUNA’s graph structure and its storage

mechanism support the efficient generation and rendering of procedural objects in real

time. The evaluation model, which takes advantage of the CPU and GPU, and defines

how LUNA itself functions, is also described in Chapter 4.

The language capabilities of LUNA are evaluated according to the flexibility of its

output. Although LUNA does not yet support replication (building duplicate models

with slight variations), it does allow for compound instancing (creating instances of

objects which also contain instances), and for changes in the order of operations. The

LUNA language includes modifiers that can operate on objects at different stages in

the graph, greatly varying the resulting output. These interactions can be performed

immediately and interactively with just a few click-drag motions. The rendering sys-

tem in LUNA uses a deferred shading engine to support high quality images with soft
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shadows and depth of field, while materials and shaders may be added to any graph,

allowing users to modify the surface appearance of objects interactively.

Although LUNA is a flexible, interactive system for procedural modeling it still has

several limitations. While the data buffers of scene nodes permit hierarchical relation-

ships within a single object, such as a JointSet used to represent trees, the graph does

not allow for hierarchical relationships among scene nodes and is thus a simplified scene

model. At present, behavioral nodes may only output lists of scene nodes, limiting the

potential range of the results. For example, character animation is not yet present in

LUNA but could be added in the future. Another limitation is the lack of support for

integrated physics simulations. While LUNA currently includes a fluid system (using

smoothed particle hydrodynamics), a model that allows groups of complex objects to

be treated as rigid bodies is not yet supported.

In general the design strategy of LUNA has focused on its interactivity, live per-

formance features, and capabilities as a real time system. In a commerical environ-

ment, complex objects such as characters and physics simulations would also be present.

LUNA was created with the idea that these may be added to the system by artists and

engineers in the future. LUNA is thus a novel language for combining generative, proce-

dural modeling of geometric structures with a focus on live performance and interactive

feedback.
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7.5 Performance

To deliver results suitable for interactive feedback and live performance, LUNA

incorporates several features to make it more efficient. First, the memory layout of

data buffers in the system matches the layout of GPU buffer objects, allowing data

to move easily between the CPU and the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Secondly,

the evaluation model of LUNA enables the system to detect and update only those

objects that have changed. Finally, the system takes advantage of hardware rendering

and vertex buffer objects to efficiently render objects. These features are described in

Chapter 4.

Performance features which directly benefit the user include an interactive profiler

showing immediate feedback on the computational resources being used by any node

in the graph. This visual feedback allows the user to determine which objects might

be overloading the system and allows them to scale back the amount of data being

processed. In the future, the ability to control the quantity of data flowing through

the system could be automatically updated by the rendering system, so that detail is

selectively added or reduced based on the goals of the artist for live performance or

offline results, or based on the performance of the computer being used. This feature is

described in Chapter 5 (Live Performance).

The performance of LUNA is demonstrated directly by using a novel reference model,

a woven sphere, in comparison to the same object in Houdini and to a baseline model

written directly in OpenGL (a low level graphics language). These results are presented
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in Chapter 4. With this example, LUNA is shown to be 7x to 10x faster than Houdini.

Despite these improvements in model evaluation and rendering, there are other areas of

performance that have not yet been explored. The use of spatial culling, found in scene

graph systems such as IRIS Performer, is not yet implemented in LUNA. Similarly,

several improvements could still be made to the renderer to avoid changes in graphics

state (slow changes that occur in hardware).

Current graphics processing units have a computing power that is equivalent to

fifty or more CPUs, yet this technology is new enough that few applications take full

advantage of it. Although only one node in the system, the fluid simulator, currently

uses GPGPU computing to advance fluid particles using CUDA, the design of LUNA

potentially supports multiple re-entrant GPU kernels to allow entire procedural graphs

to be simulated entirely on the GPU.2 Presently there are few generic visual dataflow

languages for the GPU so, in the future, LUNA could be the first procedural language

to support installation projects with computations taking place primarily in graphics

hardware.

7.6 Creativity Support

The larger goal of this research has been to show that different communities of artists

need not be limited to working with the inherent constraints of particular tools in their

2GPGPU computing is the use of the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to perform generic compu-
tation typically done by the CPU. CUDA is a language developed for NVidia graphics cards to support
GPGPU computing.
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area of interest. While some existing tools used by media artists are described in Chapter

2, LUNA shows that it is possible to develop integrated systems that bring together the

benefits of different creative groups. In particular, LUNA was used to explore the

combination of procedural modeling and interactive output for live performance.

To examine whether or not an integration of different creative techniques is possible,

this work starts by examining dimensions of interest to media artists. LUNA was then

designed and evaluated according to these creative dimensions, discussed in Chapters 5

and 6, using the criteria set out by the Creative Support Tools workshop held by the

NSF in 2005. Briefly, these criteria measure creative support tools by 1) low threshold,

giving users “immediate confidence that they can succeed” through simple interfaces,

2) high ceiling, providing tools that are “powerful and complete”, and 3) wide walls,

meaning that the tool “suggests a wide range of explorations [Resnick et al., 2005].”

These results are briefly summarized here:

1) Programming - Some media artists are interested in programming, while others

are not. LUNA addresses this in the same way that Houdini does, by offering program-

mers the ability to author nodes in a low-level language (C/C++). This allows artists

to work on at least two different programming levels in LUNA, low-level authorship and

the high-level interface. In the future, it may also be possible to incorporate a scripting

language in LUNA, similar in presentation to Processing’s integrated development en-

vironment. LUNA’s visual language provides possibly the lowest threshold of any other
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dataflow language for conceptual artists, since minimalist icons and smart connections

allow users to very quickly build complete projects.

2) Modality and Media - Artists seek to work with a range of different media types,

including images, audio, video, and geometric shapes. LUNA explores the media of

geometry; points, lines, curves and surfaces while also including images and materials

(surface styles). In the future, audio, video and other data may be added. The range of

media available relates to the criteria of high ceiling, i.e. the power of the system, which

from a language perspective is unbounded as future authors may continue to contribute

to it. From a content perspective, the currently available nodes developed for this

dissertation provide a set of media types focused primarily on procedural modeling.

3) Live Performance - Unlike offline tools designed to support commercial film, live

performance tools must necessarily give instantaneous output. Live performance is

another way in which LUNA provides a high ceiling, allowing for a more “complete”

solution meeting the needs of a particular group of artists through the ability of the

system to render full screen, high quality results across multiple displays. Another live

performance feature in LUNA is a property panel which is designed like a mixing board

to allow artists to easily and interactively modifying the behavior of the system. Using

deferred shading, LUNA’s real time results are of high quality enough that they could

be used for print or film, but a desirable (not yet implemented) future extension to the

system would be to connect LUNA to other third party rendering engines such as V-Ray

or MentalRay for high resolution, anti-aliased, globally shaded images.
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4) Motion, Dynamics and Autonomy - Artists interested in algorithmic art, motion,

and dynamics wish to work with behavior as a fundamental unit by exploring different

rules, patterns, and systems for expressing behavior. This dimension is supported in

LUNA by making behavior and time basic aspects of the system, visible in the range

of objects currently available. Behaviors may be connected to one another, indicated

through colored tabs on tiles, suggesting other possible behaviors and supporting the

criteria of wide walls (a broad range of explorations). Although the system is partially

limited in the sense that new low-level behaviors must be authored as nodes in C++,

i.e. to change the rules ‘under’ the system, LUNA’s ability to interconnect different

nodes together allows for a new kind of authorship which changes behaviors ‘over’ the

system by relating complete dynamic systems to one another.

5) Structure and Surface - Artists with an interest in sculptural form, generative art,

and procedural modeling wish to construct structures. This dimension, as well as the

previous one of dynamics and behavior, further expands the current ceiling of the system

by introducing new objects. Unlike other live performance tools such as Max/MSP or

VVVV, procedural modeling of three-dimensional structures is an implicit part of the

LUNA language. Users can create forms based on simpler shapes (such as points or

curves), or generate a multitude of different forms (e.g. using the scatter node). As

with offline tools, surfaces can be shaded using materials and textures (written in the

language Cg) allowing the user to decide on both the form and the appearance of objects.
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6) Image and Idea - A final dimension explored here relates to the semantic content of

the image. Discussed in relation to Jörg Schirra’s Computational Visualistics, Chapter

6 introduces a new theory of digital semantics which associates the digital model with

the digital image, the ‘word’ (or concept), and their physical counterparts. Whereas

rendering is viewed as a relationship between the digital model and the image, areas

such as image synthesis, computer vision, and symbolic logic are presented as new

paths for creative exploration in LUNA. Artists such as Harold Cohen and Golan Levin

use the image in these ways, and a number of projects experimenting with LUNA for

image synthesis of hand drawn images are presented. Finally, the potential to expand

into computer vision is discussed via not-yet-implemented future examples of graphs in

LUNA.

The flexibility of the system to meet the needs of artists is demonstrated via a

number of cross-disciplinary projects. Presence, a collaboration with Dennis Adderton

and Jeff Elings, was presented at the University of California Davidson Library to show

interactive, 360 degree panoramic photographs of natural spaces that change as the

viewer walks past them. Blocks, a collaboration with Mark Zifchock, is a video game

project started in 2002. It consists of a massive world of cubes for creating functional

bridges, machines, and logic puzzles. The Bones of Maria is a series of experiments in

generative art exploring our psychological relationship to the body, exhibited online at

The Cultor (Torino, Italy). Finally, Synthetic Renering is a collaboration with Mock

(Panuakdet) Suwannatat and Tobias Höllerer, based on the work of Gabe Luna, Geoffrey
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Lewis, and Steve Fisher (Neuroscience Research Institute, Univ. of California Santa

Barbara), with B.S. Manjunath (Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering), to

develop a system that can model and replicate the visual appearance of microscopic

images of astrocyte cells. These projects are described in more detail in Chapter 3.

LUNA demonstrates that artists working with different techniques do not necessar-

ily need to work with different tools. An often-heard view is that having many tools is

beneficial to the creative community as each tool supports a different method of work-

ing, with each artist choosing a tool to engage in a particular format. A problem with

this view is that it requires media artists to learn a number of different systems to be-

come proficient in their field across a range of techniques. Additionally, some projects

may require techniques that can only be found in two different tools. While exposure

to multiple tools may still be beneficial for educational reasons, the idea that media

artists must learn many tools because this is the only way to explore the digital arts

is refuted by LUNA. LUNA is an environment in which several, previously disparate

methods in media arts are integrated into a single framework, as demonstrated through

the creative dimensions supported above. Although one argument against such inte-

grated frameworks is that artists may wish to program their own tools, this is partly

addressed by LUNA since artists are free to author their own objects through the system

(i.e. writing low-level nodes), similar to the community of developers that surrounds

Max/MSP or Processing. Another argument may be that artists are not interested in

monolithic integrated systems, but rather in ‘breaking’ or undoing the tools they use.
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This, however, could be considered an argument against any form of tool-use, and any

system can be hacked if desired.

While artists naturally work in a variety of different ways, this dissertation supports

the idea that communities of artists are more capable of exchanging techniques, methods

and ideas when the tools they use are sufficiently integrated so that basic media types

can flow between them. Integrated frameworks such as LUNA show this can be achieved

by presenting a system rich enough to allow different styles and forms of output; forms

such as procedural modeling that previously existed only in offline tools. Although

artists are always free to choose how they work, communities that use common tools

have an advantage in the sense that they can share experiences without continually

reinventing the wheel, so to speak. This can be observed in the growing communities

of artist-engineers who exchange ideas and code. LUNA is presented with the hope

that media artists using it will overlap with other groups experimenting with different

output formats and methods of presentation while continuing to explore a growing range

of interesting ideas.
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